Kinetic effects of simultaneous inhibition by substrate and product.
The starting point for the present investigations was the finding that increasing influent concentrations from 10 to 380 mmol/L glucose decreased the attainable growth rate of an acidogenic population in continuous culture from 0.52 to 0.05 h(-1) To account for this phenomenon, a new kinetic model is developed that combines substrate and product inhibition. Both effects are connected through the product yield, giving rise to a complex dependency of the growth rate on the substrate concentration. As a main feature, the maximum attainable growth rate decreases almost hyperbolically above some optimal substrate concentration in the influent. Furthermore, under certain conditions the kinetic model predicts the existence of three steady states: a high-conversion and a low-conversion state that are both stable and a metastable intermediate state. The latter states from the multiple-steady-state region are to be avoided, and eventual transitions to these states may have important consequences for the stability and the operation of such reaction systems. Substrate as well as product inhibition is reported for Propionibacterium freundenreichii and recently could be demonstrated for the above-mentioned acidogenic population. The proposed model allows optimization of anaerobic wastewater treatment processes and is applicable also to other fermentations.